
MOBILE PHONE BEATS MOBILE CAMERA
Inventor wins speed camera battle & court drops speeding charges
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/wear/7033353.stm

Magistrates were stunned when a scientist charged with speeding at 42mph told them: “No
I wasn’t . . . I was only doing 29.177196mph.”

Dr Phillip Tann’s lawyer then produced data from a revolutionary device he was testing –
showing the exact time, location and speed of his car. Instead of being 12mph over the
limit when his Mercedes was zapped by a mobile speed camera, he was actually less than
0.8mph UNDER. The case has now been dropped. A local resident advised that the

toad was regularly monitored by speed cameras BUT it is unadopted!.

Dr Tann plans to talk to police chiefs about how his invention – built
into a mobile phone – could help stop speeders.

The boffin, 45, who runs his own technology firm, was stunned to get a letter accusing him
of speeding in Sunderland because he had seen the police trap.

He checked data on the device and found cops were wrong. His lawyer gave the city’s JPs
a CD of his recordings.

Dr Tann said that police cameras are not 100 per cent accurate but that his system is. Dr
Tann’s company http://www.vbay.eu/peoplesmap.htm has received £60,000 from a
Government funded equity investment company!! …. Who are At
http://www.northstarei.com/

The following websites provide info. on similar technology
http://www.gpsauto.nepsin.com/
http://www.tchartdev.com/
http://www.landairsea.com/tracking_key/tracking_key.html
http://www.trakm8.com/

The PPP comments … the developmemt of a war between the motorist with
camera locators/detectors and GPS speed recorders and the Police with more
sophisticated cameras hidden or otherwise is not the way to improve our road
safety culture. Whatever technology the polices are given they tend to
abuse/misuse it. Speed cameras abuse is way beyond what is acceptable in a free

society and amounts to a conspiracy to pervert the course of justice … we are not
surprised considering that the prime author of the guidelines and
instigator of the system was Brunstrom!!


